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Abstract
In the present paper we generalise results of Pietrowski (Math. Z. 136 (1973) 95–106) on
one-relator groups with centre to one-relator products of locally indicable groups with centre.
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1. Introduction
A one-relator product of groups A and B is a natural generalisation of a one-relator
group and under suitable conditions (for example A and B locally indicable) one can
extend much of the theory of one-relator groups to one-relator products (see for ex-
ample [6]).
A fundamental result about the structure of one-relator groups was that of Murasugi
[13,11], namely, that the centre of a one-relator group with more than two generators
is trivial. In the same paper, Murasugi proved that if the centre of a non-abelian
one-relator group with two generators is non-trivial then it is in;nite cyclic. Using the
above result, Pietrowski [14] proved that one-relator groups with non-trivial centre are
either stem products of in;nite cyclic groups or HNN groups with base a stem product
of in;nite cyclic groups. Finally, Brodski?@ [1] managed to extend Murasugi’s result to
one-relator products of locally indicable groups (anomalous products as they appear in
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[1]). His result is that if a one-relator product of two locally indicable groups A and
B has a subgroup C with non-trivial centre then either C is a conjugate of a subgroup
of A or B, or C is abelian or C has in;nite cyclic centre. In the same paper, Brodski?@
also showed that if the centre is non-trivial and one of the factor groups A and B is
non-cyclic then the centre is contained in that factor group (see Theorems 3.1 and 3.2).
The aim of this paper is to generalise the results of Pietrowski [14] for one-relator
products. In order to do this we impose a condition on the factor groups of the
one-relator product, namely, we require the factors to be locally indicable. The main
ideas and tools used in the present work have been developed by Howie [8] and Howie
and Pride [9].
As an immediate consequence of the results of Brodski?@ we are able to prove an
analogue of Theorem 1 in [13].
Theorem 3.3. If G is a one-relator product of two locally indicable groups A and B
and one of A and B is freely decomposable then the centre of G is trivial.
In fact by using staggered generalised 2-complexes as introduced by Howie and
Pride [9] and the results of Brodski?@ [1] we are able to generalise the results of
Pietrowski [14]. The following are the main results of the paper and can be found
in Sections 4 and 5. As it turns out, if both factor groups A and B are non-cyclic and
s is the relator of the one-relator product then the group G can be uniquely presented
in the form
〈A; B; t1; : : : ; tn | 
1 = tp11 ; tq11 = tp22 ; : : : ; tqn−1n−1 = tpnn ; tqnn = 
2〉; (1)
where 
1 ∈ A, 
2 ∈ B and (pi; qj) = 1 for every 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n.
On the other hand, if one of A and B is in;nite cyclic (say B= 〈〉) then G can be
uniquely presented as
〈A; ; t1; : : : ; tn | 
1 = tp11 ; tq11 = tp22 ; : : : ; tqn−1n−1 = tpnn ; tqnn = 
2−1〉 (2)
with (pi; qj) = 1 for every 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n and 
1; 
2 ∈ A, if the exponent sum of the
generator of the in;nite cyclic group in s is zero, or as
〈A; ; t1; : : : ; tn | 
1 = tp11 ; tq11 = tp22 ; : : : ; tqn−1n−1 = tpnn ; tqnn = 
2〉 (3)
where 
1 ∈ A, 
2 ∈ 〈〉 and (pi; qj) = 1 for every 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n, if the exponent sum
of the generator of the in;nite cyclic group in s is non-zero.
Even though our groups are given by means of a presentation, we tend to study
them by using geometric and topological techniques. By applying certain results of
Bass–Serre theory (see [15]) and the almost stability theorem (see [4]) we manage
to describe our groups as fundamental groups of either graphs of groups or stag-
gered generalised 2-complexes. This “interplay” between combinatorial group theory
and topology has been used extensively in recent years (see [2,3,5,8,9]) to obtain strong
results on the structure of groups. On the other hand, the condition imposed on the
factor groups, speci;cally that A and B are locally indicable seems strong enough to
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allow development of a successful generalisation of the one-relator group theory to a
one-relator product theory (see [6] and the references cited there).
In Section 2 of this paper, we give the de;nitions of a graph of groups and the terms
tree product, stem product and n-cycle. The de;nitions of indicable, locally indicable
groups, staggered generalised 2-complexes and also some notions about almost equality
and the almost equality classes are also introduced. In Section 3 we prove that the
kernel of any epimorphism  : G  Z with (A) = 0 = (B) or (A) = Z and
(B) = 0 contains no central elements. Moreover, we determine the structure of the
kernel for the above homomorphisms. In Section 4 we determine presentations for G=Z
and G when at least one factor group is not in;nite cyclic. In Section 5 we prove that
the presentations found in Section 4 for G are unique.
2. Denitions and notation
A graph of groups (G; X ) (see also [2,4]) consists of
1. a connected directed graph X with vertex set V , edge set E and two maps ;  :
E → V .
2. a group G(u) for each vertex u of X and a group G(e) for each edge e of X such
that G(e−1) = G(e) for all e.
3. a monomorphism te : G(e) ,→ G((e)) for each edge e of X .
If (G; X ) is a graph of groups with vertex set V , edge set E, monomorphisms
te : G(e) → G((e)), g → te(g) and X0 a maximal subtree of X then we de;ne the
fundamental group 1(G; X ) to be the group with generating set {te}e∈E∪(
⋃
u∈V G(u))
and relations t−1e gte = te(g) for all e ∈ E, te = 1 for all e ∈ X0 and all relations of
G(u) for every u ∈ V . A tree product is the fundamental group of a graph of groups
with graph X a tree. An extremal vertex of a tree is a vertex connected to only
one other vertex of the tree. A stem product is a tree product such that any ;nite
subtree of X has at most two extremal vertices. Consequently, if {Ai} is a collection
of groups that correspond to the vertex groups of a tree product and {Uj;k} are the
images under the monomorphisms of the groups corresponding to the edge (j; k) in the
group corresponding to vertex k, then the fundamental group of (G; X ) is the group
〈∗iAi |Uj;k =Uk;j〉. If the tree product is a stem product then the fundamental group of
(G; X ) is of the form
1(G; X ) = : : : Ai−1 ∗Ui; i−1=Ui−1; i Ai ∗Ui; i+1=Ui+1; i Ai+1 ∗ · · · :
Now if the graph X is a cycle with n vertices then the graph is called an n-cycle and
the fundamental group of a graph of groups with such a graph is an HNN extension
with a stem product as base group. Thus 1(G; X ) has the presentation
1(G; X ) = 〈K; x | rel K; xLx−1 = n(L)〉;
where K is the fundamental group of the stem product, n is the associated iso-
morphism between subgroups of the nth and the ;rst vertex groups and L is the
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subgroup of K which is amalgamated under n. For more information on graphs of
groups, tree products, stem products and rigorous proofs of the above results, see
[2,10,15].
If G is a group that admits an epimorphism onto the in;nite cyclic group then
G is called indicable. The group G is locally indicable if every non-trivial ;nitely
generated subgroup A of G admits an epimorphism onto the in;nite cyclic group,
A  Z. Equivalent ways of saying this are that the ;rst cohomology group of A is
non-trivial or that the ;rst homology group of A is in;nite. Notice also that if A is a
;nitely generated locally indicable group then A decomposes into a semidirect product
A = NA o 〈
〉 for some normal subgroup NA of A and the in;nite cyclic subgroup
generated by the element 
. For more details on locally indicable groups, see [8,1].
A one-relator product of two groups A and B is a group of the form G=(A∗B)=N (s),
where s ∈ A ∗ B is a cyclically reduced word of length at least two and N denotes
normal closure. The word s is called the relator. For simplicity, one-relator product of
two groups A and B with relator s will also be denoted as G = (A ∗ B)=s. For more
information on one-relator products, see [6].
A generalised 1-complex C is a connected graph of groups with trivial edge groups.
The initial and terminal vertices of an edge 
i are denoted (
i) and (
i) respectively.
Let G be the fundamental group of the graph of groups C. We de;ne a path 
 (of
length m) in C as a ;nite sequence of terms 
1
2 : : : 
m, where 
i is either an edge
or its inverse or an element of a vertex group such that (
i) = (
i+1) for each
i = 1; : : : ; m − 1 (where (
) = (
) = u when 
 ∈ G(u)). If (
m) = (
1) the path 

is called a loop. Moreover, to every path or loop we can apply free-transformations,
that is transformations of the following type and their inverses:
1. If two successive terms belong to a vertex group G(u) then replace them by a single
term equal to their product in G(u)
2. If some term is the identity element of a vertex group then delete it.
3. If two succesive terms have the form 
'
−' (
 ∈ E; '=±1) then delete both terms.
Transformations of types 1 and 2 above and their inverses are called G-transform-
ations. A path is reduced if no move of types 1, 2 or 3 can be applied to it. A path is
cyclically reduced if each of its cyclic permutations is reduced. If v is a vertex of C
then the free equivalence classes of loops at v form a group in the usual way. The free
equivalence classes of paths form a groupoid, of which this group is a vertex group.
The inverse of a class 
 = 
1 : : : 
m is the class of the inverse path 
−1 = 
−1m : : : 

−1
1 .
Now if 
 is a loop, by c(
) denote the smallest set of loops which
1. contains 
; 
−1,
2. is closed under cyclic permutation,
3. is closed under G-transformations.
The following de;nition has been taken from [9] where the reader could ;nd all the
details. A generalised 2-complex K consists of a generalised 1-complex K(1), called
the 1-skeleton of K together with a set C=C(K) of 2-cells: each 2-cell is a set c(
)
for some cyclically reduced loop 
 of positive length. Any element of c(
) is called
boundary path of the 2-cell c(
). We de;ne a C-transformation on a path 
 in K to
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be a move of the following type. Suppose 
=′*0′′ where *0*1 is a boundary path of
a 2-cell. Then replace 
 by ′*−11 
′′. Two paths 
 and 
′ are equivalent in K if 
′ can
be obtained from 
 by a ;nite sequence of free transformations and C-transformations.
The set of equivalence classes of loops at a vertex u forms a group under composition
of paths, the fundamental group of K (at v) or simply 1(K).
A generalised 2-complex is called staggered if
1. The set C(K) is linearly ordered.
2. The set of edges of K is partitioned into disjoint, linearly ordered subsets {Ei}i∈I0 .
3. Each c ∈ C(K) involves at least one element of each Ei.
4. For each i ∈ I0 and for c; c′ ∈ C(K) with c¡c′, we have maxi(c)¡maxi(c′)
and mini(c)¡mini(c′) where maxi(c);mini(c) are de;ned to be, respectively, the
greatest and least elements of Ei which are involved in c.
The elements of I0 are called types and an edge Ei is said to be of type i. It also
follows from (3) that I0 is ;nite provided that C(K) = ∅. It has been shown by Howie
[8] and it will be used later in the paper, that the fundamental group of a staggered
generalised 2-complex with locally indicable vertex groups is locally indicable. More
details about generalised and staggered generalised 2-complexes can be found in [9].
Finally, if E is a set and A a non-empty set, let [E; A] denote the set of all functions
from E to A. We say that ;  ∈ [E; A] are almost equal if the set {e ∈ E; (e) =
 (e)} is ;nite. Almost equality is an equivalence relation and the equivalence classes
are called almost equality classes. We can identify [E;Z2] with the set of subsets of E
identifying  with {e ∈ E; (e) = 1}. Now let E be a G-set. If T is a tree with edge
set E, v a vertex of T and e an edge, we say that e points towards v if the irreducible
path from (e) to v begins with e. So we can assume that v is an element of [E;Z2]
by identifying v with the subset of those edges of T which point towards v. If u is
another vertex of T then any edge of the tree T points either towards both u and v or
towards neither of them, unless it belongs to the irreducible path from u to v. Hence u
and v are almost equal elements of [E;Z2]. For more details on almost equality classes
and the almost stability theorem, see [2,4].
Let us also ;x some notation. In the following text G is always a one-relator product
of two locally indicable groups A and B. Also, s denotes the relator of the group G,
where s is a word in the generators of G.
3. Preliminary results
Brodski?@ [1] proved the following key results:
Theorem 3.1. If G is a one-relator product of two locally indicable groups A and B
then:
1: if h ∈ G and h−1Ah ∩ A is not a cyclic group then h ∈ A;
2: if h ∈ G and h−1Bh ∩ B is not a cyclic group then h ∈ B;
3: if h ∈ G then the subgroup A ∩ hBh−1 is cyclic.
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Theorem 3.2. If G is a one-relator product of two locally indicable groups A and B;
and C is a subgroup of G with non-trivial centre Z(C) then one of the following is
true:
1: C is a conjugate of a subgroup of A or B;
2: Z(C) = C;
3: Z(C) is an in7nite cyclic group.
Also, Duncan and Howie [5] proved that for such a one-relator product, if the relator
s is a proper power in A∗B then the centre of G is trivial. So from now on, whenever
we assume that a one-relator product has non-trivial centre we immediately assume
that the relator s is not a proper power, and so if the factor groups A and B are locally
indicable then G is locally indicable (see [8]). Here we prove the following.
Theorem 3.3. If G is a one-relator product of two locally indicable groups A and B
and one of A and B is freely decomposable then the centre of G is trivial.
Proof. Let A be freely decomposable and A=A1∗· · ·∗An, n ≥ 2 be a free decomposition
of A. Then G= 〈A1 ∗ · · · ∗An ∗B | s〉. Let Z(G) be the centre of G and z ∈ Z(G). Then
G can be written as G = 〈(A1 ∗ A2) ∗ (A3 ∗ · · · ∗ An ∗ B) | s〉 and because all A1; : : : ; An
and B are locally indicable, so are A1 ∗ A2 and A3 ∗ · · · ∗ An ∗ B. Then by Theorem 3.1
the central element z belongs to A1 ∗A2 and so belongs to the centre of A1 ∗A2, which
is trivial. Thus z = 1 for every z ∈ Z(G) and hence, the centre of G is trivial.
Notice that the proof of the above result shows that the one-relator product of more
than two locally indicable groups has trivial centre.
Lemma 3.4. Let L be a 7nite staggered generalised 2-complex; with 1-complex
(containing at least one edge) with non-trivial locally indicable vertex groups each
of whose 2-cells involves at least two distinct edges. Then the fundamental group of
L has trivial centre.
Proof. We use induction on the number of 2-cells that L contains. If L contains no
2-cells then 1(L) is a free product and so has trivial centre.
Now let L contain n 2-cells. Let e be a maximal edge in the staggering. Then,
by de;nition, e is involved in at most one 2-cell say c(w) and let w denote also its
equivalence class.
Assume that removal of e and the 2-cell that contains it (if such a 2-cell exists)
gives rise to two subcomplexes L1 and L2 of L then either
1(L) = 1(L1) ∗ 1(L2) or 1(L) = 1(L1) ∗ 1(L2)w :
In the ;rst case the centre of 1(L) is trivial. In the second case one of L1, L2
contains at least two vertices and one edge so its fundamental group is not cyclic
and by Howie [8] is locally indicable. So, Theorem 3.1 applies and the centre of
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1(L) is contained in either 1(L1) or 1(L2) and therefore is trivial by the inductive
hypothesis. If removal of e and the 2-cell that contains it (if such a 2-cell exists) gives
rise to only one subcomplex L1 of L then either
1(L) =
1(L1) ∗ 〈e〉
w
or 1(L) = 1(L1) ∗ 〈e〉;
where L1 is a subcomplex of L with n− 1 2-cells in the ;rst case or a subcomplex
of n 2-cells in the second case. In the ;rst case the centre of 1(L1) is trivial, by the
inductive hypothesis, and by Theorem 3.1 the centre of 1(L) is trivial. In the second
case the centre of 1(L) is trivial since 1(L) is a free product.
Without loss of generality we can, from now on, assume that groups A and B are
generated by the elements occuring in s. In the opposite case our group G can be
written
G = A ∗ OA
( OA ∗ OB
s
)
∗ OB B;
where OA and OB are the subgroups of A and B, respectively, generated by the elements
occuring in s. It is then suPcient to prove our results for the group OG = ( OA ∗ OB)=s.
Generalisation to G is straightforward.
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a one-relator product of two 7nitely generated; locally indica-
ble groups A and B; generated by the letters occuring in the relator s and let  be
any epimorphism  : G  Z such that (A) = 0 = (B). If H is the kernel of 
then H has trivial centre.
Proof. Let G◦ = A ∗ B and N be the normal closure of s in G◦. Then G◦ is the
fundamental group of a graph of groups (G; X ), with the graph X consisting of two
vertices u; v and one edge e such that G(u) = A, G(v) = B and G(e) = 1. Then by
Bass–Serre theory (see for example [2] or [15]) G◦ acts on a tree with trivial edge
stabilisers. Let K be the generalised 2-complex with 1-complex the graph of groups
(G; X ) and one 2-cell for the relator s, attached to it. Then 1(K) ∼= G. Since A and
B are locally indicable, G◦ is also locally indicable and  induces an epimorphism,
which we also call  : G◦  Z such that (s) = 0. For each vertex group of (G; X ),
the image under  is a non-trivial subgroup of Z, so has the form kZ, k ¿ 0. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that (A) = pZ and (B) = qZ, with p; q¿ 0 and
(p; q) = 1 (since Z is generated by (A) and (B)). Then the kernel of , say H ◦, is
the fundamental group of a graph of groups (H; X˜ ) which has trivial edge groups and
vertex groups isomorphic to subgroups of A and B. By the structure theorem in [2] or
[4] the vertex groups of (H; X˜ ) are of the form H ◦ ∩ gAg−1 or H ◦ ∩ gBg−1 where
g runs over a suitable set of double coset representatives of H ◦\G◦=A and H ◦\G◦=B.
Notice also that by its construction the graph of groups (H; X˜ ) contains p+q vertices
with the above groups as vertex groups. Now X˜ is the quotient graph of the tree on
which G◦ acts, by the action of H ◦. This action of G◦ on the edges of the tree induces
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an action of Z ∼= G◦=H ◦ on the edges of X˜ , which has only one orbit as X has only
one edge. Hence, the action of Z can be used to label the edges of X˜ : : : : ; e−1; e0; e1; : : :
(see also [8]). If {gi}i∈Z is a transversal for H ◦ in G◦ then N is the normal closure in
H ◦ of {gisg−1i | i ∈ Z} and so 〈〈s〉〉G = 〈〈si〉〉H where si = gisg−1i . Then s˜i is assumed
to be the path in (H; X˜ ) representing si. More speci;cally, if s=ea1e−1b1 : : : eane−1bn
where e is the edge of (G; X ) and aj ∈ A and bj ∈ B for j = 1; : : : ; n then
s˜i = e0(gix1g−1i )e
−1
(a1)
(giy1g−1i )e(a1)+(b1) · · ·
e(a1)+(b1)+···+(bn−1)(gixng
−1
i )e
−1
(a1)+···+(an)(giyng
−1
i );
where xi, yi are elements of the appropriate vertex groups of (H; X˜ ). Namely, xi ∈
H˜(e(a1b1···bi−1ai )) and yi ∈ H˜(e(a1b1···aibi )): We construct the generalised 2-complex that
corresponds to H , by attaching 2-cells corresponding to s˜i, to the 1-complex de;ned
by the graph of groups (H; X˜ ). Let this new generalised 2-complex be OK. By its
construction, OK is a staggered generalised 2-complex with type 1 and the obvious
linear ordering on the set of 2-cells {s˜i}i∈Z and on the set of edges {ei}i∈Z. From the
above construction, we also have that 1( OK) = H . For −∞ ≤ s ≤ t ≤ ∞, let Hts
denote the largest subcomplex of OK whose edge set is {ej; s ≤ j ≤ t} and whose
2-cells are those s˜i that involve edges only from the set {ej; s ≤ j ≤ t}. Choose k
large enough so thatHk−k is connected and contains all p+q vertices of the 2-complex
OK and at least one 2-cell, say s˜1. Since OK is staggered of type 1, every edge involved
in every s˜i with i¿ 1 belongs to H∞−k and every edge involved in every s˜i with i¡ 1
belongs to Hk−∞. From the above de;nitions it is also obvious that H
∞
−∞ coincides
with the 2-complex OK.
By Theorem 3.1 in [9] or the Freiheitssatz [7] 1(Hk−k) embeds into both 1(H
k+1
−k )
and 1(Hk−k−1). That is because 1(H
k+1
−k ) is either 1(H
k
−k) ∗ 〈ek+1〉 or (1(Hk−k) ∗
〈ek+1〉)=s. Arguing by induction we can easily show that 1(Hk−k) embeds into both
1(Hk−∞) and 1(H
∞
−k). But then H=1( OK)=1(H
∞
−∞)=1(H
k
−∞)∗1(Hk−k )1(H
∞
−k).
We shall show that the centre of 1(Hk−k) is trivial. Without loss of generality, let us
assume that s˜1; : : : ; s˜n denote the 2-cells that are contained in Hk−k . Then each of those
2-cells involves at least two edges. Indeed, s˜j cannot involve only one edge. In that
case 0 =(a1) =(a1) +(b1) = · · ·=(a1) + · · ·+(an) =(s), so all elements of
A and B map under  to 0, a contradiction. But then Hk−k satis;es the hypothesis of
Lemma 3.4 and hence 1(Hk−k) has trivial centre. Therefore the centre of 1( OK)=H
is trivial.
Lemma 3.6. Let G be a one-relator product of locally indicable groups A (non-cyclic)
and B; with A and B generated by the letters occurring in the relator s and  any
epimorphism  : G  Z such that (A) = Z and (B) = 0. If H is the kernel of 
then H has trivial centre.
Proof. As in the previous lemma, A ∗B acts on a tree T , with quotient graph X . Also
H is the fundamental group of a staggered generalised 2-complex H with graph X˜ ,
the quotient of T by the action of H ◦(=Ker(A ∗ B → Z)). We use again the action of
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Z ∼= G=H on E(X˜ ) (induced by the action of G on E(T )) to label the edges of X˜ . So X˜
has vertex set {u; : : : ; v−1; v0; v1; : : :}, edge set {ei}i∈Z vertex groups H(u)=A◦=A∩H ,
H(vi)=Bi=
−iB
i ∼= B (where 
 runs over a set of coset representatives of G=B) and
each edge ei connects u with vi. The 2-cells of H are the relations {s˜i}i∈Z which are
reduced words in (H; X˜ ) representing the relator s of G (see proof of Lemma 3.5).
Let s˜i be one 2-cell of H and let us assume that 7,8 are the minimum and the max-
imum indices of the edges of {ei}i∈Z that s˜i involves. Let also Hi be the subcomplex
of H consisting of the 2-cell s˜i, the edges e7; : : : ; e8 and the corresponding vertices.
Then the 2-cell s˜i contains at least two diSerent edges. Indeed if s˜i contains only one
edge then Hi consists of two vertices and one edge. In that case, as in the proof of
Lemma 3.5, all A letters in s map under  to 0 so (A)=0, a contradiction. Then Hi
satis;es the hypothesis of Lemma 3.4 and so its fundamental group has trivial centre.
Now let Ji =Hi ∩Hi+1. Then Ji contains no 2-cells and since the graph of H is
a tree with trivial edge groups 1(Ji) is a free product. Then by the Freiheitssatz in
[7] or the generalised version in [9] 1(Ji) embeds in both 1(Hi) and 1(Hi+1) and
so
1(H) = · · · ∗1(Ji−1) 1(Hi) ∗1(Ji) 1(Hi+1) ∗1(Ji+1) · · · :
But since the centre of 1(Ji) is trivial, then the centre of 1(H) is trivial.
Assume that the centre of the group G is non-trivial. Then the above lemma and the
results in [1] that the centre of the group G is contained in both groups A and B if
both A and B are non-cyclic show that an epimorphism  : G  Z such that (A)=Z
and (B) = 0 exists only if at least one of A and B is cyclic.
Using the above two lemmas we are now able to derive some more information on
the structure of the kernel H .
Lemma 3.7. Let G be a 7nitely generated group; Z(G) be the centre of G and H be
a normal subgroup of G such that HZ(G) has 7nite index in G. Then H is 7nitely
generated.
Proof. Since HZ(G) has ;nite index in G and G is ;nitely generated then HZ(G) is
;nitely generated. Let {h1z1; : : : ; hnzn} be a generating set with hi ∈ H , zi ∈ Z(G) for
every 1≤ i≤ n. Then the group A= 〈z1; : : : ; zn〉 is a ;nitely generated abelian subgroup
of G, so A ∩ H is ;nitely generated. Let {
1; : : : ; 
k} be a generating set for A ∩ H .
If x ∈ H then x = w(h1z1; : : : ; hnzn) = w(h1; : : : ; hn)w(z1; : : : ; zn) for some word w. But
then w(z1; : : : ; zn) ∈ A ∩ H so can be expressed as a word in {
1; : : : ; 
k}. Then H =
〈h1; : : : ; hn; 
1; : : : ; 
k〉 and so is ;nitely generated.
Corollary 3.8. Let G be a one-relator product of two 7nitely generated; locally in-
dicable groups A and B generated by the letters occurring in the relator s. If G has
non-trivial centre; then the kernel H of the epimorphism  : G  Z is a free product.
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Proof. Following the constructions in Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, H is the fundamental group
of a staggered generalised 2-complex OK with vertex groups of the form gA◦g−1 and
gB◦g−1 as g ranges over a certain set of double coset representatives in H \G=A and
H \G=B, respectively, where A◦ = A ∩ H and B◦ = B ∩ H . Notice that if (B) = 0
then OK has 1-complex with one vertex with vertex group A◦ and in;nite number of
vertices with vertex groups isomorphic copies of B. In both cases the edges of OK can
be denoted by : : : ; e−1; e0; e1; : : : and the 2-cells by : : : ; s˜−1; s˜0; s˜1; : : :. By Lemma 3.7,
H is ;nitely generated and so is the fundamental group of some ;nite subcomplex of
OK, say 1(Hk0 ) for some k ∈ Z (here, again, Hk0 denotes the maximal subcomplex
of OK whose edge set is {ej | 0 ≤ j ≤ k}) and so 1(Hk0 ) = 1(Hk+10 ). If t is the
maximum index of the 2-cells that are contained in Hk+10 then s˜t contains precisely
one occurrence of the edge ek+1 since 1(Hk0 ) → 1(Hk+10 ) is surjective. Hence, s˜i
contains precisely one occurrence of the edge ei+k+1−t for every i ∈ Z and so using
the relations {s˜i}i∈Z we can ;nd an m such that H is the fundamental group of the
subcomplex Hm0 of OK that contains no 2-cells. Moreover, as the edge groups of H
m
0
are trivial, H is a free product of the form F ∗ (∗i∈I Hi) for some free subgroup F and
subgroups Hi of the form H ∩ gAg−1 and H ∩ gBg−1 as g ranges over a certain set of
double coset representatives in H \G=A and in H \G=B, respectively.
Now if Z is the centre of G and A◦ = A ∩H , B◦ = B ∩H then we can easily show
the following:
Lemma 3.9. The kernel H ∼= HZ=Z and HZ=Z is a normal subgroup of G˜ = G=Z .
Moreover; A◦ ∼= A◦Z=Z and B◦ ∼= B◦Z=Z and A◦Z=Z and B◦Z=Z are normal subgroups
of A˜= AZ=Z and B˜= BZ=Z respectively.
Proof. Immediate.
4. The presentations
Again, let G be a one-relator product with non-trivial centre Z and H be the kernel
of the epimorphism  : G  Z. From now on we identify H with HZ=Z and A◦ and
B◦ with A◦Z=Z and B◦Z=Z . So we can say that H is a normal subgroup of G˜ = G=Z
and A◦ and B◦ are normal subgroups of A˜ and B˜, respectively. From the results of the
previous section H has no centre and is a subgroup of ;nite index in G˜ = G=Z . By
Brodski?@ [1] the centre of G is contained in both A and B if neither of A and B is
in;nite cyclic, and so if A˜ = A=Z and B˜ = B=Z , then the subgroups A◦ = A ∩ H and
B◦ = B ∩ H are of ;nite index in A˜ and B˜, respectively.
By Bass–Serre theory and the construction in the proof of Lemma 3.5, H acts on a
tree with trivial edge stabilisers. Let y1 = 1; : : : ; yn be a transversal of H in G˜. De;ne
G˜ ⊗H E to be the disjoint union of the sets yiE for i = 1; : : : ; n (where E is the set
of edges of the tree T on which H acts), and let u be a vertex of the tree T (here
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u is regarded as a subset of E, see Section 2). The element w = y1u ∨ · · · ∨ ynu is
a subset of G˜ ⊗H E and can be regarded as an element of [G˜ ⊗H E;Z2]. If W is
the almost equality class of w then by Theorem 1:3, p. 102 in [4], G˜ acts on a tree
T˜ with ;nite edge stabilisers and the vertex set of T˜ consists of the elements of the
almost equality class W . On the other hand, by Bass–Serre theory, the vertex groups
of the associated graph of groups for G˜ are the G˜-stabilisers of the vertices of T˜ in
a fundamental G˜-transversal of T˜ , and hence, are the G˜-stabilisers of elements of W .
So we can prove the following:
Lemma 4.1. Assume A is non-cyclic. There exists an element of the almost equality
class W; say #; such that A˜= stabG˜(#).
Proof. In the following procedure, we are going to construct such a # that is in the
almost equality class W . Let <1 = {g1 = 1; : : : ; gm} be a transversal of A◦ in A˜ and
<′= {g′1 = 1; : : : ; g′s} be a transversal of HA˜ in G˜. Then <= {gig′j; gi ∈ <1; g′j ∈ <′} is
a transversal of H in G˜ with ms= n elements. Let Ht = (g′t)
−1A◦g′t for every g
′
t ∈ <′.
Then there is a vertex ut in the tree T such that stabH (ut) = Ht for every g′t ∈ <′.
De;ne
#=
m∨
i=1
s∨
j=1
gig′juj;
where stabH (uj) = Hj. It is clear that # belongs to W , since all the vertices of the
tree on which H acts are almost equal. If g ∈ A˜ then g= gkh1 for some gk ∈ <1 and
h1 ∈ A◦. Moreover,
g#= g
m∨
i=1
s∨
j=1
gig′juj =
m∨
i=1
s∨
j=1
ggig′juj =
m∨
i=1
s∨
j=1
gkh1gig′juj:
But then
gkh1gig′juj = gkg8h
′
1g
′
juj = g=h
′′
1 g
′
juj (†)
with h′1; h
′′
1 ∈ A◦ and g8; g= ∈ <1. Then we can ;nd an h2 ∈ Hj such that h′′1 g′j = g′jh2
and so (†) becomes
g=g′jh2uj = g=g
′
juj:
So every element of A˜ stabilises # and so A˜⊆ stabG˜(#).
Now let g˜ ∈ G˜ such that g˜ ∈ A˜ and g˜ stabilises #. Then g˜ = g′kha˜ with a˜ ∈ A˜,
h ∈ H \A◦, g′k ∈ <′ and
g˜#= g′kha˜#= g
′
kh#= #:
But then g′khgig
′
juj = g=g
′
>u> and since uj and u> have to have the same H -stabiliser
uj = u>. So g′khgig
′
juj = g=g
′
juj with g= ∈ <1. Consequently g′khgi = g=a with a ∈ A◦.
But then g′kh = g=ag
−1
i and since g=ag
−1
i ∈ A˜, g′kh ∈ A˜ contradicting the choice of g˜.
Hence, such a g˜ cannot exist and therefore stabG˜(#) = A˜.
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Using the same technique we can show that if B is not in;nite cyclic then there is
an element #′ ∈ W such that B˜= stabG˜(#′).
Lemma 4.2. The group G=Z (where both A and B are non cyclic) is a stem product
with extremal vertices having vertex groups A˜ and B˜; all other vertex groups 7nite
and edge groups 7nite.
Proof. By previous results, G˜ = G=Z acts on a tree T˜ with ;nite edge stabilisers and
vertex set W , the almost equality class of the element g1u∨· · ·∨gnu, where {g1; : : : ; gn}
is a transversal of H in G˜ and u is a vertex of the tree T on which H acts. By Lemma
4.1 the associated graph of groups for G˜ has at least one vertex with vertex group
A=Z = A˜ and one vertex with vertex group B=Z = B˜. Since A˜ and B˜ generate G˜, the
associated graph of groups for G˜ has to be a tree, say Y . As soon as there are vertices in
Y that have stabilisers A˜ and B˜ that generate G˜, then any subtree of Y that has extremal
vertices with stabilisers A˜ and B˜ and vertices with ;nite stabilisers in between them
has fundamental group G˜ and is enough to describe G˜. Indeed, let Y ′ be the smallest
subtree of Y with two extremal vertices v˜ and v˜′ with stabilisers A˜ and B˜. We shall
show that no vertex in between the two extremal vertices can have in;nite stabiliser.
Assume that some vertex in between the two extremal vertices does not have ;nite
stabiliser. Let this vertex be u˜ ∈ V T˜ and that stabG˜(u˜) = D where D is an in;nite
group. Let also E=D∩H . Then E has ;nite index in D and so is in;nite. If T is the
tree on which H acts then by Theorem 1:3, p. 102 in [4] there is an H -map V T˜ → VT .
Hence, there is a vertex of T , say u, such that E⊆ stabH (u) = gA◦g−1 (or gB◦g−1).
But then g−1Eg⊆ stabH (g−1u) = A◦ (or B◦) ⊆ A˜ (or B˜). Therefore, there is a vertex
v˜ ∈ V T˜ with stabG˜(v˜) = A˜ such that g−1Eg⊆ stabG˜(v˜) = A˜.
On the other hand, g−1Eg⊆ g−1Dg= stabG˜(g−1u˜) and so g−1Eg stabilises two ver-
tices in V T˜ , g−1u˜ and v˜.
If g−1u˜= v˜ then stabG˜(g
−1u˜) = stabG˜(v˜) and so g
−1Dg= A˜ (or B˜) and D = gA˜g−1
(or gB˜g−1) contradiction to the choice of Y ′. If, on the other hand, g−1u˜ = v˜ then
g−1Eg stabilises also the geodesic between g−1u˜ and v˜ and is contained in a ;nite
edge group, a contradiction. Hence such a vertex cannot exist.
So G˜ is a tree product with two extremal vertices with groups A˜ and B˜, all the other
vertex groups ;nite and edge groups also ;nite (since they are contained in the vertex
groups).
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a one-relator product of two locally indicable non-cyclic
groups A and B. If G has non-trivial centre then G has the presentation
〈A; B; t1; : : : ; tn | 
1 = tp11 ; tq11 = tp22 ; : : : ; tqn−1n−1 = tpnn ; tqnn = 
2〉; (1)
where 
1 ∈ A; 
2 ∈ B and (pi; qj) = 1 for every 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that groups A and B are
generated by the elements occurring in s. In the opposite case our group G can be
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written as
G = A ∗A′
(
A′ ∗ B′
s
)
∗B′ B;
where A′ and B′, are the subgroups of A and B, respectively, generated by the elements
occurring in s. In any case, by Lemma 4.2, G˜=G′=Z is a stem product with extremal
vertices with groups A˜ = A′=Z and B˜ = B′=Z and other vertex groups ;nite and ;nite
edge groups. Moreover, by the existence of the epimorphism G′  G′=Z , G′ is an
in;nite cyclic extension of G˜ and so is a tree product with two extremal vertices
with groups A′ and B′ and other vertex groups in;nite cyclic, as torsion-free in;nite
cyclic extensions of ;nite groups. The edge groups are also in;nite cyclic extensions
(torsion-free) of ;nite groups and so are in;nite cyclic, contained in the vertex groups.
So by the above G′ is a stem product and has the presentation
G′ = 〈A′; B′; t1; : : : ; tn | 
1 = tp11 ; tq11 = tp22 ; : : : ; tqn−1n−1 = tpnn ; tqnn = 
2〉;
where 
1 ∈ A′, 
2 ∈ B′. Notice that the centre of G′ is contained in both factor groups
A′ and B′ and also in all intermediate groups. Moreover, G′ is a one-relator group.
Hence, if we restrict to the stem product 
1= t
p1
1 ; : : : ; t
qn
n =
2, we see that the numerical
conditions in [12] are satis;ed, therefore, (pi; qj) = 1 for every 1≤ j≤ i≤ n.
Now the graph of groups of G is obtained by attaching a vertex and an edge to the
vertex of A′ with vertex group A and edge group A′ and by attaching a vertex and an
edge to the vertex of B′ with vertex group B and edge group B′. So G has the desired
presentation.
Theorem 4.4. Let G be a one-relator product of locally indicable groups A (non-
cyclic) and 〈〉; with non-trivial centre Z . If the exponent sum of  in the relator s
is zero then G has the presentation
〈A; ; t1; : : : ; tn | 
1 = tp11 ; tq11 = tp22 ; : : : ; tqn−1n−1 = tpnn ; tqnn = 
2−1〉 (2)
with (pi; qj) = 1 for every 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n and 
1; 
2 ∈ A. If the exponent sum of  in
s is non-zero then G has the presentation
〈A; ; t1; : : : ; tn | 
1 = tp11 ; tq11 = tp22 ; : : : ; tqn−1n−1 = tpnn ; tqnn = 
2〉; (3)
where 
1 ∈ A; 
2 ∈ 〈〉 and (pi; qj) = 1 for every 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n.
Proof. Case I: If the exponent sum of  in s is zero then let H be the normal closure
of A in G. Thus {r} forms a Schreier representative system for GmodH . Hence H
is generated by the groups Ak = kA−k , k ∈ Z and has relations sk ; k ∈ Z where
sk is the result of rewriting ks−k in terms of the generators of {Ak}k∈Z. In fact, if

1; : : : ; 
n are the generators of A then Ak has generators 
ki =
k
i−k , k ∈ Z, i=1; : : : ; n
and sk is a word in the generators {
ki , k ∈ Z, i = 1; : : : ; n}. Let si be one of those
relations and let 8 and = be the maximum and minimum indices of the groups {Ak}k∈Z
of which generators are involved in wi. Let Hi be the group
Hi =
A8 ∗ · · · ∗ A=
si
:
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Since Ji =Hi ∩Hi+1 = A8+1 ∗ · · · ∗ A= embeds in Hi and Hi+1 (by the Freiheitssatz in
[7] or the generalised version in [9]) H has the form
H = · · · ∗Ji−1 Hi ∗Ji Hi+1 ∗Ji+1 · · · : (††)
So the centre of H is Z(H)=
⋂
i [Z(Hi)∩Ji]. But since A is locally indicable, {Ak}k∈Z
are locally indicable and if in Hi; 8+ 1¡= then by Theorem 3.3 the centre of Hi is
trivial and so is the centre of H , a contradiction. So 8 + 1 = = and Hi has the form
Hi = (A8 ∗ A8+1)=si. Hence, Hi satis;es the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3. Consequently
Hi is a tree product with two extremal vertices with groups A8 and A8+1, other vertex
groups in;nite cyclic and edge groups in;nite cyclic. But then G is an HNN extension
of Hi with associated subgroups A8; A8+1 and stable letter . Therefore G has the
required presentation.
Case II: If the exponent sum of  in w is non-zero then there are two diSerent
kinds of epimorphisms 1; 2 :G  Z, namely 1(A)=pZ; 1(〈〉)=qZ and 2(A)=
Z; 2(〈〉) = 0, with (p; q) = 1 and p; q¿ 0.
In the case of 1, by Lemma 3.5, the kernel H of the epimorphism has trivial centre.
If G˜=G=Z then H has ;nite index, say n, in G˜. Moreover, by Theorem 1:3, p. 102 in
[4], G˜ acts on a tree T˜ with ;nite edge stabilisers and there is a vertex u˜ 1 of T˜ such
that stabG˜(u1) = A˜ (Lemma 4.1). If all other vertices of T˜ have trivial G˜-stabilisers
then G˜ = A˜ and therefore G = A. In that case s is of the form s = 
p, for some

 ∈ A; p ∈ Z and the one-relator product collapses.
If on the other hand there are vertices with non-trivial G˜-stabiliser and since G˜ is
generated by A˜ and a ;nite subgroup, there is at least one vertex with maximal ;nite
stabiliser say <, such that A˜ and < generate G˜. If such a vertex does not exist then
the group generated is a proper subgroup of G˜, a contradiction. Let us take the tree
with two extremal vertices, one with stabiliser A˜ and the other with stabiliser <. Then,
since A˜ and < generate G˜, we can have G˜ as the fundamental group of a graph of
groups, with graph a tree with two extremal vertices, one of them with vertex group
A˜ and the other with vertex group <. The edge groups are also ;nite and contained in
the vertex groups. Thus G has the presentation
G = 〈A; ; t1; : : : ; tn | 
1 = tp11 ; tq11 = tp22 ; : : : ; tqn−1n−1 = tpnn ; tqnn = 
2〉;
where 
1 ∈ A; 
2 ∈ 〈〉 and (pi; qj) = 1 for every 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n.
In the case of 2 we can change G to be G = 〈A ∗ 〈
〉 | s〉 where 
 ∈ A such that
2(〈
〉) =Z. Then 〈
〉 Z and arguing as in the previous case we show that G has
the presentation stated.
5. Uniqueness of the presentations
Theorem 5.1. Let G be a one-relator product of two locally indicable; non-cyclic
groups A and B; with non-trivial centre and presentation (1); and let also G have the
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presentation
〈A; B; y1; : : : ; ym | 
′1 = yr11 ; ys11 = yr22 ; : : : ; ysm−1m−1 = yrmm ; ysmm = 
′2〉 (4)
with 
′1 ∈ A; 
′2 ∈ B and (ri; sj)=1 for every 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ m. Then n=m; ri=pi; qi=si
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 
′1 = g′
1(g′)−1; 
′2 = g′′
2(g′′)−1 for some g′; g′′ ∈ G.
Proof. The following proof is similar to and inspired by the corresponding proof in
[14]. The reader is advised to look at the proof of Theorem 2 in [14] to follow the
similarities.
Let us consider the quotient group G=Z of G. By the proof of Theorem 4.3, G=Z is
a tree product with two extremal vertices with groups A=Z and B=Z and other vertex
groups ;nite. Let also Ai = 〈ti〉=Z; Uj = 〈tpjj 〉=Z; i; j = 1; : : : ; n and Bk = 〈yk〉=Z; Vl =
〈yrll 〉=Z k; l= 1; : : : ; m be the ;nite cyclic subgroups of G=Z generated by ti; tpjj ; yk ; yrll ,
respectively, Un+1 = 〈tqnn 〉=Z; Vm+1 = 〈ysmm 〉=Z the ;nite subgroups of G=Z generated by
tqnn ; y smm , and K
c designate the conjugacy class of any subgroup K ⊆G=Z . Then due to
the two diSerent presentations of G; G=Z can be presented as a tree product in two
diSerent ways, namely
A
Z
∗U1 A1 ∗U2 A2 ∗ · · · ∗Un An ∗Un+1
B
Z
and
A
Z
∗V1 B1 ∗V2 B2 ∗ · · · ∗Vm Bm ∗Vm+1
B
Z
:
Every ;nite subgroup of G=Z is either a subgroup of a conjugate of some ;nite vertex
group, or a subgroup of conjugate of A=Z or B=Z . So the ;nite subgroups A1; : : : ; An
for the ;rst presentation and B1; : : : ; Bm for the second presentation, determine up to
conjugacy the possible maximal ;nite subgroups of G=Z that are not contained in
A=Z or B=Z . Also no one of those vertex groups can be contained in a conjugate
of another vertex group (including the two extremal vertices). Indeed, if Ai⊆ gAjg−1
with i = j and Aj = A=Z , Aj = B=Z then we can apply Lemma 2 in [14] to the
subtree that lies between Ai and Aj to get Ai⊆Ui or Ai⊆Ui+1, a contradiction. If,
on the other hand, Ai⊆ g(A=Z)g−1 then we can argue as follows: if u˜ is the element
of V T˜ that is stabilised by A=Z then Ai⊆ g(A=Z)g−1 stabilises the vertex gu˜. But Ai
stabilises also another vertex say v˜. If v˜ = gu˜ then v˜ has g(A=Z)g−1 as stabiliser, a
contradiction. If v˜ = gu˜ then Ai stabilises also the geodesic in between those two
vertices. Consequently, Ai⊆Ui, a contradiction. A similar contradiction arises if we
assume that Ai⊆ g(B=Z)g−1. So the groups in A1; : : : ; An and B1; : : : ; Bm are, up to
conjugacy, distinct maximal ;nite subgroups of G=Z (that are contained in neither
A=Z nor B=Z) and so their number is unique. Therefore m= n and Bc1; : : : ; B
c
n is some
permutation of Ac1; : : : ; A
c
n.
We show now that V1 = g1U1g−11 . From the stem product presentation above we
have that U1 ∈ A1 and that U1 ∈ A=Z . Hence, U1 ∈ Bci for some i ∈ {1; : : : ; n}. So
U1⊆ gV1g−1 for some g ∈ G=Z . On the other hand, V1 ∈ A1 and also V1 ∈ A=Z . Thus,
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V1 ∈ Acj and so V1⊆ g′U1(g′)−1 for some g′ ∈ G=Z . Therefore, there is a g1 ∈ G=Z
such that V1 = g1U1g−11 . A similar argument shows that Vn+1 = gn+1Un+1g
−1
n+1.
We show now that B1 = h1A1h−11 for some h1 ∈ G. If B1 = h1Akh−11 where k ≥ 1
then V1 = g1U1g−11 ⊆ h1Akh−11 , so U1 is contained in some < ∈ Ack . We can then apply
Lemma 2 in [14] to the subtree U1 ∗U1 A1 ∗U2 · · · ∗An ∗Un+1 Un+1 from which we get that
U1⊆
⋂k
i=1 Ui. On the other hand
⋂k
i=1 Ui ( U1 if k ¿ 1. So k = 1 and B1 = h1A1h
−1
1 .
Hence, V2 = gp(B1 ∩ < |< ∈
⋃n
i=2 B
c
i ) = gp(A1 ∩ < |< ∈
⋃n
i=2 A
c
i ) = h1U2h
−1
1 .
We use induction on i to show that Bi = hiAih−1i , Vi+1 = hiUi+1h
−1
i ; i = 1; : : : ; n.
From above, the statement is true for i = 1. Let Bi = hiAih−1i and Vi+1 = hiUi+1h
−1
i
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k−1¡n. If Bk =hkABh−1k , B ≥ k then Vk =hk−1Ukh−1k−1⊆ hkABh−1k . So Uk
is contained in some A ∈ AcB. By Lemma 2 in [14], Uk ⊆
⋂B
i=k Ui. On the other hand,⋂B
i=k ( Uk if B¿k. So B=k. Now Vk+1=gp(Bk ∩< |< ∈
⋃n
i=k+1 B
c
i )=gp(Bk ∩< |< ∈⋃n
i=k+1 A
c
i ) = gp(hkAkh
−1
k ∩ < |< ∈
⋃n
i=k+1 A
c
i ) = hkUk+1h
−1
k . So the statement is true
for k and hence Bi = hiAih−1i and Vi+1 = hiUi+1h
−1
i for every 1 ≤ i¡n. Therefore,
the two tree product presentations are the same and so are presentations (1) and (4).
Consequently, presentation (1) is unique.
Theorem 5.2. Let G be a one-relator product of two locally indicable groups A
(non-cyclic) and 〈〉; with non-trivial centre. Assume that G has presentation (2)
and also the presentation
〈A; ; y1; : : : ; ym | 
′1 = yr11 ; yd11 = yr22 ; : : : ; ydm−1m−1 = yrmm ; ydmm = 
′2−1〉 (5)
with 
′1; 

′
2 ∈ A; and (ri; dj) = 1 for every 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ m or presentation (3) and also
the presentation
〈A; ′; y1; : : : ; ym | 
′1 = yr11 ; yd11 = yr22 ; : : : ; ydm−1m−1 = yrmm ; ydmm = 
′2〉 (6)
with 
′1 ∈ A; 
′2 ∈ 〈′〉 and (ri; dj) = 1 for every 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ m. Then n= m; ri = pi;
qi =di for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and g′
1(g′)−1 = 
′1; g′′
2(g′′)−1 = 
′2 for some g′; g′′ ∈ G.
Proof. Case I: Let G have the two presentations (2) and (5). Let H be the normal
closure of A in G. Using notation of the proof of Theorem 4.4, we have H as a tree
product of the form
H = · · · ∗Ji−1 Hi ∗Ji Hi+1 ∗Ji+1 · · · ;
where each Hi (i ∈ Z) is presented into two diSerent ways
Ak ∗U1 D1 ∗U2 D2 ∗ · · · ∗Un Dn ∗Un+1 Ak+1
and
Ak ∗V1 M1 ∗V2 M2 ∗ · · · ∗Vm Mm ∗Vm+1 Ak+1
arising from the two diSerent presentations of G. But if we apply Theorem 5.1 to the
two presentations of Hi, the two above presentations are the same and so each Hi has
a unique presentation for every i ∈ Z. Therefore, the presentation of G is unique. This
completes the proof for Case I.
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Case II: If G has presentations (3) and (6) then the proof is similar to that of
Theorem 5.1 and we leave the details to the reader.
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